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Online targeted advertising (OTA) is the engine of the digital 
economy. Many of the services that we have come to rely 
on, from e-mail to search engines, entertainment and social 

media, are financed through advertising. Platforms collect data 
from consumers as a condition of access to services and personal-
ized content, typically through processes marked by stark informa-
tion and power differentials that call into question the possibility 
of meaningful consent1–7. In turn, advertisers pay these companies 
to target their campaigns to specific audiences built on inferences 
drawn from user data8,9. The technologies that draw these infer-
ences, build audiences and personalize content create the fuel 
needed to drive the digital economy10.

OTA is not a benign application of machine learning. It can lead 
to individual consumers losing contact with their peers, a problem 
we call epistemic fragmentation. Epistemic fragmentation increases 
consumers’ vulnerability to the harms of advertising, while simul-
taneously damaging information consumption in the public forum 
and hindering efforts to institute effective regulation. Despite the 
rapid evolution of OTA, regulatory frameworks internationally 
remain anchored to traditional methods of advertising11. This is 
changing, as governments are moving to draw new regulations12, 
mobilizing huge economic and political interests13,14. But effective 
regulation cannot be guaranteed if the underlying challenge is not 
fully conceptualized.

This Perspective makes several contributions to conceptualize 
and combat epistemic fragmentation. First, we introduce a tax-
onomy of the harms of advertising. We argue that targeting tends 
to normalize harmful content and makes it increasingly difficult to 
monitor compliance with existing codes of conduct in the advertis-
ing industry. The strategy pursued by regulators to address these 
issues at present is inadequate because it does not address their root 
cause, which we trace to epistemic fragmentation. By hiding each 
individual’s personal context, targeting makes consumers more vul-
nerable and increases the overall costs of instituting protections via 
proactive monitoring. Instead, regulators should promote an active 
role for consumers in fighting epistemic fragmentation by adopt-
ing a civic model of governance for advertising. We describe four 

potential pathways to implement our proposal, and conclude by 
summarizing our argument and pointing to future work.

Harms of advertising
From the point of view of consumers, the increasing ubiquity of 
OTA may increase access to relevant information and products15,16. 
But personalization also carries notable risks of harm.

We can distinguish four categories of harms that advertising can 
cause to consumers, which are organized along two dimensions 
(Table 1). One dimension (the absolute row in Table 1) groups harms 
that originate in the nature of the content that is either included or 
excluded from what is shown to an individual consumer. Content 
that is genuinely bad, for example ads making false claims about a 
product or using racist stereotypes to promote a product, is harmful 
when it is included among what a consumer sees (absolute harms of 
inclusion). On the other hand, if a piece of content is genuinely good 
or even vital, for instance an important public health announce-
ment, it may be harmful for an individual not to see it (absolute 
harms of exclusion).

Along the second dimension (the contextual row in Table 1), we 
find harms that do not stem from the nature of the content per se, 
but depend on the context in which the content is delivered. An 
exploitative context is one where, independently of whether the con-
tent is intrinsically harmful, the way in which it is delivered exploits 
a consumer’s vulnerability. For example, ads for high-fat-content 
foods may not be generally bad, but they should not be targeted 
to children. Similarly, gambling ads can be exploitative. Finally, a 
deprived context is one where a consumer is not shown ads that 
would be relevant and beneficial17. For example, a deprived context 
might be one where a consumer who would be interested in finding 
a job is not shown ads for jobs in their area.

Although these types of harms are conceptually distinct, they 
are not mutually exclusive and can co-occur. For example, a racist 
message or a false claim (bad content) may be presented next to 
reputable brands or news items, where the context helps to normal-
ize the harmful message (exploitative context). Together, absolute 
and contextual harms can contribute to the degradation of public 
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discourse. Table 2 exemplifies each type of harm, how it is covered 
by current regulation and how it is monitored in practice.

Effective monitoring and enforcement mechanisms are essential 
components of regulation. It is here that OTA poses the greatest 
challenge. Current industry codes of conduct address most types of 
harms that arise from OTA, with the partial exception of contextual 
and omission harms that could nonetheless easily be incorporated 
going forwards. However, updated codes will remain inadequate 
without effective methods to monitor and enforce advertiser and 
platform compliance. Traditionally, regulatory agencies have relied 
heavily on reactive enforcement mechanisms including consumer 
complaints and post-publishing reporting18,19. The scale and method 
of distribution of OTA fundamentally challenge reactive monitor-
ing regimes.

Human reviewers cannot manually inspect the huge volume of 
ads exchanged online on a daily basis19. Screening ad content and 
monitoring the contextual effects of ad delivery are increasingly 
automated20,21, despite the machine learning capabilities needed to 
replace human judgement in content review not yet being avail-
able22. Even if platforms, consumers or regulators could reliably 
check every advertisement for harmful content, contextual harms 
and harms of exclusion are much more difficult to monitor because 
they can present in myriad combinations23–27. Regulatory bodies are 
nonetheless moving to fill this gap14.

two natural but insufficient responses
Regulators already recognize weaknesses in current monitoring and 
enforcement methods. A recent report by the UK Centre for Data 
Ethics and Innovation18, for example, details regulatory proposals 
to enhance consumer protection through collaboration with social 
media platforms. In the United Kingdom, the ASA’s More Online 
Presence strategy, launched in 2019, sees it—in the words of the 
ASA’s Chairman David Currie—as “rebalancing away from reac-
tive complaints casework and towards […] proactive tech-assisted 
intelligence gathering, complaint handling, monitoring and 
enforcement”18.

The limits of consumer awareness. Part of the challenge created 
by OTA is that it hides from consumers when, how and why they 
are being targeted. In contrast, more traditional forms of advertis-
ing use more transparent delivery mechanisms. To give an example, 
consider newspaper advertising. In the printed version, advertisers 
buy spaces and their ads are seen by all readers of the same newspa-
per. Readers can be certain they are seeing the same ads as everyone 
else in the same context; the advertising environment is the same 
for all readers. In contrast, readers of online versions of the same 
newspaper will not be able to make the same inference, as digital ads 
are typically customized to the reader on the basis of targeting data 
(for example tracking cookies, inferred interests), meaning different 
readers see different ads when visiting the same web pages.

One common approach to create equivalent protections for 
consumers against OTA is to give consumers more control over 
how they are targeted, for example control over the categories of 
data they share with advertisers or platforms. This ‘awareness strat-
egy’, as we will call it, is a constant among the recommendations 
made across recent reports on regulating online advertising12–14,18,28. 
Initiatives such as YourAdChoices aim to inform consumers about 

how they are targeted, giving them access to an explanation for 
why they see a certain ad, and options to control the types of ads 
they see29,30. Initiatives of this kind may be important to build con-
sumer trust31.

However, shifting the responsibility back to consumers to pro-
tect themselves from unwanted targeting is an ineffective strategy. 
Current methods adopted by the industry fall short of providing 
adequate explanations of actual targeting mechanisms32. They do not 
offer meaningful protection in cases where consumers are unfairly 
targeted or manipulated without their knowledge. Consumers can-
not be expected to identify when they are affected by differential 
pricing, or manipulated through repeated exposure and remarket-
ing practices, because they lack contextual information about how 
and when these processes occur at a platform level. The awareness 
strategy therefore risks victimizing vulnerable consumers while 
doing little to monitor advertiser compliance with relevant regula-
tory frameworks and codes.

Moreover, identifying harmful content and contexts requires an 
especially critical and empathetic eye. Take, for example, a case of an 
ad that uses sexist stereotypes to promote a car, and that is somehow 
perfectly targeted to consumers who agree with the stereotype. Is 
this an objectively harmful practice? From the view of the targeted 
consumers, possibly not. At a minimum, they would seemingly be 
less likely than an average consumer to raise a complaint or experi-
ence harm, either because they do not realize that the message uses 
a harmful stereotype, or because they agree with the stereotype. An 
explanation for why such targeted content is nonetheless harmful 
must consider the broader social effects of the stereotype.

Transparency can also backfire if it reveals that advertisers used 
information that is unacceptable to the user, and do so via a plat-
form that the user does not fully trust31. Moreover, the suggestion by 
platforms that consumers benefit from OTA because it helps them 
find more relevant content15,16 is at odds with the strategy of improv-
ing awareness. If consumers must be more vigilant about how they 
are targeted, then this takes away some of the supposed benefit of 
targeting, which should reduce information overload faced by con-
sumers. Shifting responsibility onto consumers undermines the 
supposed efficacy of targeting; seeing more relevant ads is not worth 
being harmed in the process.

Contextual harms can also go undetected. For example, targeting 
a consumer based on their inferred interest in gambling33 may be 
considered unethical, regardless of whether the recipients appreci-
ate the ads. But of course, appreciative recipients are less likely to 
raise a complaint. Similarly, exclusion from opportunity ads, such as 
ads for high paying jobs, may go unnoticed without further inves-
tigation27. Giving consumers explanations for why they see specific 
ads may seem to be a natural solution to mitigate these concerns. 
However, transparency in practice fails to deliver in this regard.

Finally, raising consumer awareness is ineffective for discovering 
systemic issues, such as statistically differential exposure to oppor-
tunity ads or discrimination by association27. In these cases, where 
the omission of relevant information harms a consumer, informing 
individuals about why they are seeing certain ads (even if platforms 
could provide adequate explanations, something that is not yet 
being achieved32) would not be enough to raise awareness of being 
harmed, and would not provide a sufficient basis for recourse.

Failures of proactive monitoring. Given that promoting consumer 
awareness is an insufficient monitoring strategy, regulators need 
additional checks to ensure that advertisers comply with codes 
of conduct. In this context, a natural strategy is to augment the 
regulators’ online presence through a proactive monitoring strat-
egy. Regulatory bodies in the United Kingdom, Europe and other 
Western countries are moving in this direction, working in part-
nership with online platforms13,14,18,28,34,35. For example, in the United 
Kingdom, the ASA is implementing this strategy in various ways, 

Table 1 | taxonomy of the possible harms of advertising

inclusion Exclusion

Absolute Bad content Omission of essential 
content

Contextual exploitative content Deprived of content
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including the use of avatars posing as children to monitor the ads 
that a child would see online34.

Switching to a proactive oversight model implies that the criteria 
for what counts as harmful content, and which categories of con-
sumers are protected, become controlled by either the platform, the 
regulator or some form of cooperation between the two. However, 
‘harmful content’ is a malleable category that evolves together with 
public awareness of social issues36–38. It is likely that some of the 
messages that are acceptable today will be seen as problematic in 
the future. While benevolent paternalistic monitoring may appear 
effective in the short term, it could preclude social progress and 
freedom of speech. The ongoing shift to automated monitoring 
using machine learning tools, which intensified during the coro-
navirus pandemic21, adds to this worry given well-established cases 
of applications of machine learning to other domains perpetuating 
discrimination and injustice27,39–41.

Contextual harms of exclusion, which by definition are produced 
by the absence of something, are particularly difficult to identify. 
Individual consumers struggle to know what they are not being 
shown without outside help. Agencies filling this role would need to 
know which vulnerable groups or audiences to monitor. Consistent 
identification would require a dataset containing all (or a repre-
sentative sample) of the advertisements served on a given platform 
categorized by audience, raising privacy concerns42. Regulators may 
also lack access to sensitive audience demographics data.

Active oversight programmes are also expensive. To effectively 
monitor ad quality and the fairness of their distribution, platforms 
need to create monitoring systems, often using machine learn-
ing21,43,44. However, such safeguards carry substantial costs, both 
in computation45 and human labour (for example, to label harm-
ful content to train and maintain automated monitoring systems46). 
These costs of monitoring, as well as the human and economic cost 
of maintaining current labelling processes, should be considered in 
future regulatory strategy.

a challenge from epistemic fragmentation
OTA thus poses new challenges to regulators, who are responding 
by introducing more proactive monitoring and consumer awareness  

campaigns, but both of these strategies face serious limitations. We 
trace the source of the issue to a systemic feature of OTA that we 
call epistemic fragmentation, and argue in favour of a civic form of 
monitoring to address this.

Epistemic fragmentation. The predominant self-regulatory 
framework used by the advertising industry has been reactive and 
complaints-based. Complaints have historically not been made 
by the most vulnerable groups or harmed consumers in isola-
tion, but rather by concerned third parties or organizations acting 
from civic concern. Complaints about potentially exploitative ads 
are predominantly raised by consumers with relevant expertise or 
interests, who are likewise unlikely to be misled. For example, a 
financial advisor could report an ad for fraudulent tax reduction 
services18, or, a teacher could report an ad that exploits body image 
issues to promote a fashion product out of concern that it could 
harm a teenage student who may not realize how it exploits com-
mon insecurities35.

In these examples, the consumers most likely to have the relevant 
information and motivation to raise a complaint are not themselves 
vulnerable, but are aware of those more vulnerable to harm. Parties 
raising a complaint have sufficient contextual information to rec-
ognize how the ad may harm others. Instances of contextual harms 
can also often only be flagged by third parties who have access to 
contextual information about targeting. For example, identifying 
that certain opportunities are only advertised in newspapers read 
by specific demographics, which may be discriminatory, requires 
that someone with access to both contexts raises the complaint17,47. 
Access to contextual information, as well as motivation to speak out 
in favour of an affected community, are thus necessary to identify 
and flag certain harms.

With OTA, this shared context is effectively destroyed. The 
teacher and financial advisor may never see ads directed at teenag-
ers or people facing financial difficulties, and therefore never raise 
a complaint. Without shared advertising space, the extent to which 
opportunity ads are shown differentially to members of differ-
ent demographics cannot be reliably measured by the public27,40,48. 
Each consumer’s ‘personal context’ is hidden from others, meaning 

Table 2 | Examples of harms of advertising, current regulation and monitoring

type of harm Example Why it is harmful Current regulation Current monitoring

Bad content Ad using sexist stereotypes 
to promote a car.

Reinforces prejudices, 
exposes consumers to 
harmful messages, may be 
detrimental to consumers’ 
well-being.

Covered by existing codes, 
which set out categories of 
harmful content (for example 
sexist, racist, violent).

Consumer reports18,78; proactive 
monitoring by self-regulatory 
bodies18,34; manual and 
automated screening conducted 
by online platforms prior to 
approval79.

Omission of essential 
content

Vital information not 
received (for example 
health emergency 
communications).

Missed opportunities; 
exposure to risk due 
to the lack of essential 
information.

Covered by health and safety 
standards and public service 
authorities.

Health and safety standards 
authorities; public 
communication services80,81.

exploitative context High-fat-content food ads 
shown to children; ads 
for gambling shown to 
consumers from deprived 
demographics.

exploits consumers’ 
vulnerabilities; is 
detrimental to well-being; 
impairs consumers’ ability 
to make autonomous and 
well-informed choices.

Partly covered by codes, which 
prohibit exploitative advertising 
practices to vulnerable 
groups11,28. Grey areas remain as 
behavioural targeting exposes 
consumers to more subtle forms 
of exploitation.

Consumer reports; platform 
monitoring18,28,34.

Deprived context no or few opportunity ads; 
higher differential pricing.

Discrimination; 
discrimination by 
association; broader 
systemic effects such as 
harming competition.

Partially covered in the codes, 
which ban discrimination on the 
basis of protected categories11.

Platform monitoring, investigative 
journalism82.
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nobody knows exactly what others see and cannot raise a complaint 
on their behalf.

For our present purposes, we define a personal context as the 
sum of two components: the personal information about an indi-
vidual consumer (that is, who they are, what they are interested in 
and value, where they live and so on) and the content that they see 
(that is, the specific ads that are served to them by the platform). 
In offline advertisement, elements of consumers’ personal contexts 
are available to others. Full details of personal contexts, for example 
extensive personal (profile) data and ads encountered, are of course 
not routinely available, but sufficient contextual information exists 
to form an initial judgement and raise a complaint for further inves-
tigation. Contrast this to what happens online: personal contexts are 
entirely opaque. Major platforms maintain ad repositories49,50, but 
do not grant any specific tools to external organizations who wish to 
report on how ad campaigns are targeted at different demographics. 
As each individual consumer is served different (personalized) ad 
content, and as consumers do not know what ads others are seeing 
when visiting the same websites, each consumer’s personal context 
is hidden from others. We refer to this lack of shared context in 
relation to a given practice of content personalization as epistemic 
fragmentation.

Epistemic fragmentation shares some similarities with other 
phenomena connected to content personalization systems, such as 
so-called filter bubbles, which can arise when a content personal-
ization system limits individual users’ exposure to information and 
viewpoints that differ from their own51,52. While the extent to which 
filter bubbles polarize may be less than previously thought53,54, the 
reason they seem to matter is that they could reduce individuals’ 
capacity to access relevant information and form opinions. This 
suggests that the way to address filter bubbles would be to grant 
individuals access to more varied information sources, limit-
ing the extent to which discordant opinions can be filtered out by  
the system.

Epistemic fragmentation could be a factor determining the for-
mation of filter bubbles, but the latter are not a necessary compo-
nent of the former. For example, a consumer could be exposed to a 
diversified range of ads online, and so not live in a filter bubble, but 
at the same time have no information about what ads other consum-
ers are seeing. The reason why epistemic fragmentation matters, 
moreover, is not just because it limits individuals’ ability to access 
information that is relevant to them, but also because it limits their 
ability to assess the quality of content that is accessed by others. In 
doing so, it limits their ability to care for those others, and to take a 
role in the governance of the system.

A different model of governance. Regulating OTA is a pressing 
issue. We call the current approach, stressing consumer awareness 
together with increased proactive monitoring13,55, the monitoring 
model of governance (Fig. 1a). In this model, individual consum-
ers interact exclusively with the central monitoring agent, without 
access to others’ personal contexts. But isolated consumers, as we 
have argued, remain vulnerable.

In what we call the civic model, by contrast (Fig. 1b), consum-
ers (and civil society more generally) are given the power, epistemic 
resources and procedural means to contribute to the monitoring of 
the system and affect change. In this model, epistemic fragmenta-
tion is reduced by design, ensuring that individual consumers have 
access to aspects of others’ personal contexts and to the operations 
of the monitoring agent.

The civic model of governance is consistent with recent proposals 
put forwards by regulators in the EU and elsewhere. The European 
Commission’s Digital Services Act proposal56, for instance, contains 
recommendations to increase transparency and institute ad reposi-
tories that are publicly available and searchable, including informa-
tion about the groups that receive an ad (see article 30 of ref. 56).

OTA has long been identified as a threat to privacy57, but epis-
temic fragmentation is a systemic feature distinct from privacy. 
Improving the privacy of ad delivery systems, such as Google’s 
recent changes concerning third-party cookies, will not address 
the issues we have identified58. Two things are worth noting in 
this context. First, based on our discussion, epistemic fragmenta-
tion emerges as a characteristic feature of online targeted advertis-
ing, but generalizes to other domains where information is shared 
online via systems that filter and personalize what each user sees. 
Insofar as epistemic fragmentation hinders effective monitoring, it 
gives rise to systemic harms: by fragmenting individuals’ access to 
each other’s personal contexts, we lose vital access to the necessary 
information to identify and address harmful content, practices and 
omissions. Second, the harm caused by epistemic fragmentation is 
not captured by legislation such as the EU General Data Protection 
Regulation, which focuses on the personal data and rights of indi-
viduals, but largely ignores collective harms and protections5,8,27,59–62.

Finally, we see three sets of reasons why civic governance is 
worth pursuing: epistemic, ethical and political. First, from an 
epistemic standpoint, as we have argued, distributed monitoring is 
more effective at surfacing cases of harmful content and/or context, 
which would be difficult or impossible to notice without the con-
textual information that is only available to uniquely situated con-
sumers. Addressing epistemic fragmentation removes the barrier to 
accessing this contextual information. Second, the current system 
of targeted advertising limits people’s ability to care for their com-
munities. This gives ethical reasons in favour of civic governance. 
Third, from a political standpoint, epistemic fragmentation hinders 
informal ‘deliberation in the wild’63–66 that is necessary to provide the 
proper input to the more formal aspects of democratic governance.

towards civic governance
We propose four possible pathways to implement civic governance. 
With these proposals, our aim is to spark debate to identify new 
strategies for regulating OTA. None of these proposals would be 
sufficient in isolation. An independent regulatory agency respon-
sible to set the codes, respond to complaints and enforce decisions is 
still essential. Our discussion highlights that the debate on regulat-
ing OTA should move beyond privacy concerns, engaging instead 
with solutions to limit epistemic fragmentation, promote civic gov-
ernance and ultimately improve the quality of public discourse.

Noisy targeting. Regulators could allow OTA, but only on the basis 
of coarse-grained categories that can be easily communicated to 
consumers, or introduce some noise in targeting so that out-group 

A

a b

1 1 n 1 2 n

A

Fig. 1 | Models of governance for online targeted advertising. a, The 
monitoridng model. Individual consumers (1, 2…n) and the monitoring 
agent (A) have access to information about consumers (arrows represent 
access to personal context). b, The civic model. Consumers have access to 
elements of others’ personal contexts and of A. (Levels of access can vary; 
dashed arrows represent relatively limited access.)
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members are included. Regulations should define the level of 
granularity that is allowed for different categories of targeting, 
which groups of consumers can be targeted and how. Google and 
Facebook already implement this strategy to some extent, as they 
do not allow advertisers to target their campaigns at a level of speci-
ficity that would be technically possible given their algorithms67. 
However, this is not yet done under any kind of robust oversight. 
A clear limitation of this approach is that it primarily addresses pri-
vacy (and filter bubbles) more than epistemic fragmentation. To be 
feasible, there must be transparency about the context in which an 
ad is seen and access to other perspectives.

Targeting quotas. As a second option, a quota system could be 
introduced by which regulators limit the proportion of targeted ads 
per customer per platform, while the rest of the advertisements on 
display must be non-targeted. Alternatively, regulators could allow 
an ad to be targeted only a fraction of the times it is displayed, with 
the rest of the impressions via contextual placements. This would 
limit the possibility to exploit consumers’ individual vulnerabilities, 
reducing both contextual harms of inclusion and exclusion.

Ban targeting. Targeting hinders the ability of consumers to learn 
and care for each other by obscuring what ads others are seeing. 
Accessing this distributed knowledge is especially valuable. A radi-
cal but obvious response to these observations would be to ban 
targeted advertising entirely. This suggestion has recently been 
advocated, for different reasons than those we present here, by 
others who point to the limited economic effects of targeting on 
consumer markets68,69. A problem and possible limitation for this 
approach is that it does not address epistemic fragmentation if the 
content that provides the contextual anchoring for the ads is itself 
targeted.

Reconstruct the public forum. While the previous approaches are 
low-tech, another possible solution is to use technology to recon-
struct a digital public forum. Instead of trying to reproduce the 
conditions for the traditional, offline monitoring regime, it may 
be possible to create new forms of digital public spaces that sustain 
civic governance.

As an example, the Citizen Browser Project, recently launched 
by the investigative journalism organization The Markup47,70–72, 
proposed a tool to improve the accountability of OTA. As part 
of the project, a representative sample of internet users were to 
be paid to voluntarily install and use a custom browser, allowing 
researchers to gather data on what ads online platforms serve to 
individuals in different demographics. Generalizing the idea of 
this project, Wachter suggested that a way to address epistemic 
fragmentation would be to support independent research, ‘white 
hat hacking’27 and collective and group rights27,59,61,62,73–75 to keep 
platforms and advertisers accountable. While this approach would 
not be sufficient to solve epistemic fragmentation, it is nonethe-
less a step in the right direction in recreating the public forum. 
However, Facebook’s move to shut down this project, on privacy 
grounds76,77, illustrates the difficulty of aligning the interests of 
regulators, tech platforms and citizens with respect to monitoring 
online harms.

Other technological means could help users contextualize the 
content they encounter and understand what other users are seeing. 
For example, Wachter et al. recently proposed that AI system con-
trollers should be required to routinely produce summary statistics 
based on conditional demographic disparity to help fight algorith-
mic discrimination40. This type of disclosure can help reconstruct 
the public forum by showing how outcomes are distributed across 
groups affected by a given AI system, which helps identify disad-
vantaged groups that might otherwise go unnoticed. This approach 
could be adapted to facilitate conversations about the distribution 

of advertisements and outcomes across relevant groups to identify 
contextual harms of exclusion.

The four proposals above are merely starting points for fur-
ther discussion to create a workable regulatory strategy to combat 
epistemic fragmentation. One may worry that, to operationalize 
any of these proposals, we must define a demarcation between 
problematic targeting and socially acceptable audience segmen-
tation. A wide-ranging and inclusive political debate over appro-
priate thresholds and levels of granularity in targeting is precisely 
what our proposals are meant to foster. This type of debate is an 
essential complement to ensure technological advances in flagging 
and reporting problematic personalized content serve the needs 
of the public. At the moment, these decisions are predominantly 
taken by advertisers, platforms and industrial bodies with little 
external oversight. Civic monitoring and technological innovation 
must be complementary to uphold the democratic governance of  
online spaces.

Conclusion
OTA creates a disconnection between individual consumer’s experi-
ences and the experiences of their social circles. We refer to this as 
epistemic fragmentation. This phenomenon amplifies the harms of 
advertising and deteriorates the forum of public discourse around 
what, as a society, we consider harmful. Absolute harms, especially 
harms of inclusion, can be normalized by presenting them to con-
sumers in personalized settings where they are placed next to trusted 
sources, or showing them only to consumers who already agree 
with the harmful messages, and who thus fail to question them. 
Contextual harms, both of inclusion and exclusion, are especially 
likely to arise in the presence of targeting, and their co-occurrence 
can give rise to summative effects, amplifying patterns of discrimi-
nation and disadvantage.

But epistemic fragmentation causes serious damage also in a sec-
ond, more indirect way, by limiting our ability to act as empowered 
citizens, which is the foundation of civic governance. The current 
way in which discussions around regulating OTA are framed por-
trays consumers in two ways: either as individual agents who must 
be educated about privacy and given more individual control over 
the types of content that they want to see (what we called the strat-
egy of improving consumer awareness); or as passive subjects in 
need of increased protections, which should be provided by moni-
toring agencies in partnership with online platforms, who are the 
only entities that have access to enough data and resources (the pro-
active monitoring strategy). We have argued that this binary fram-
ing is too restrictive. Under epistemic fragmentation, even educated 
individual consumers remain vulnerable to exploitation, and the 
epistemic resources necessary to implement effective proactive 
monitoring remain largely inaccessible, in addition to generating 
social and economic costs.

If epistemic fragmentation is a root source of these problems, 
then any successful approach at regulating OTA should address it. 
Restoring a shared public forum should be the priority if we want 
OTA, and personalized content more broadly, to be safer, more 
accountable and ultimately better for all of us. We put forward four 
possible ways to do so: (1) blunting the precision with which ads can 
be targeted to individual consumers to increase the likelihood that 
harmful content or contexts are identified; (2) instituting targeting 
quotas to limit the ability of advertisers and platforms to decide who 
should be included or excluded from certain messages; (3) applying 
a blanket ban on targeted advertising; or finally (4) reconstructing a 
digital public forum via targeted technological interventions. All of 
these suggestions raise technical and political questions that should 
urgently be the object of debate.
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